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3. The Relationship of Boat Movements to Environmental Management at 
 some Queensland Marinas 
 By Hugh Lavery1 
 
 
Introduction 
Marinas currently exist primarily to service recreational boats, and these vessels are a potential cause 
of both problems and opportunities in environmental management.  Thus, on the one hand, 
destructive fuel and other pollutants may be expelled, boat wakes can cause littoral soil erosion, 
physical damage results from collisions with marine life, and litter and noise pollution occur in 
otherwise pristine habitat.2 
  
Boats also provide access to otherwise inaccessible natural environments for educational and other 
management reasons.3 
 
In this study, boat traffic at three large marinas located along the Queensland coastline has been field 
surveyed for introductory information.  No attempt was made at this juncture to survey the 
behaviour of the boat crews and passengers (concerning actual destinations, activities on board, etc.4 
or to survey the recreational boat industry5.  Such studies rely on boat registration records and 
personal questionnaires.  Some other surveys relating to fishing6 draw  on boat ramp surveys and 
direct submissions by recreational fishers; these provide some data on daily usage of boat ramps, but 
without particular attention to boats.   
 
We believe field observations of overall boat activities in the water are necessary for environmental 
management purposes.  The aim of the survey was to provide information to help prioritize the 
potential impacts that boats’ activities have on the surrounding natural environment.  Any impact by 
boats will be a product of their numbers, size, frequency of movement, carrying capacity and 
routes/destinations.  The severity of impacts will dictate the appropriate management action.  
 
                                                 
1 Adjunct Professor of Environmental Systems, Institute for Sustainable Resources, Queensland University of 
Technology, GPO Box 2343, Brisbane, Q.4001. 
2 See e.g. Hicks, JT, King, BR & Chaloupka, MY (1987) ‘Seaplane and vessel disturbance on nesting seabird 
colonies of Michaelmas Cay: Technical report’, Management Report No.1, Queensland National Parks and Wildlife 
Service; Harriott, VJ (2002) ‘Marine tourism impacts and their management on the Great Barrier Reef’, CRC Reef 
Research Centre Technical Report No. 46; Benzaken, D & Gilbert, M (2007) ‘Using geographic information systems 
for integrating socio-economic and cultural information into reef planning and management’, in: People and the Reef 
Session 5,  Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, Townsville, pp.139-149; Wolanski, E (ed) (2007) The 
Environment in Asia Pacific Harbours, Springer. 
3 Queensland Department of Environment and Heritage (1991), Proposal for nomination of Moreton Bay, 
Queensland, Australia, as a site for listing under ‘The Convention on Wetlands of International Significance 
especially as Waterfowl Habitat’ (RAMSAR Convention), Unpublished technical report. 
4 After the style of Maritime Safety Queensland (2007) Recreational Boating Survey Report 2006, Government 
Printer,  Brisbane. 
5 As in Economic and Market Development Advisers (EMDA) (2007) The economic value of the Australian 
Recreational Boat Industry, Unpublished final report to Grow Boating Australia; and Spearhead Strategic Marketing 
Pty Ltd (2009) Qualitative assessment of the Brisbane International Boat Show, Unpublished technical report to 
Marine Queensland. 
6 e.g. Platten, J, Sawynok, W & Parsons, W (2007) How much fishing effort is there?  Patterns of fishing effort of 
recreational fishers offshore from central Queensland, Unpublished technical report, STCR-2007-15, Infofish 
Services, Frenchville. 
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Summary 
While there are precise commercial records kept of the use of berths in privately-developed and 
managed marinas in Queensland, knowledge of the activities of these recreational boats is limited 
either to analyses of State-registered vessels or to occasional questionnaires of the behaviour of some 
boat-users. Many more basic data must be gathered before appropriate environmental management 
actions can be measured, prioritized and implemented. The current study (during 2006 to 2008) 
examines recreational boats observed at three marinas along the eastern Queensland coastline, by 
taking a detailed sample of over 5,100 field observations of moving boats. 
 
Much of the traffic is created by small boats.  Many of the movements relate to boats that visit a 
marina temporarily. Much recorded activity is at certain dates, days of the week, and times.  Many 
recorded movements are ‘return’ trips, i.e. part of the same journey.  Duration of trips (less than 36 
hours) are mostly a function of the location and nature of regional offshore destinations. People 
occupy boats mostly in either low (less than five) or high (greater than 40) numbers. The increase in 
numbers of larger boats (having sleeping quarters and longer ranges) coincides with an increase in 
charter and tourist boats, and with an apparent decline of interest in fishing.  In these circumstances, 
scenic amenity assumes a higher priority. 
   
The current surveys reveal that many boats active in marinas originate from the sea or from public 
trailer-boat ramps i.e. they are effectively beyond the management control of any privately-operated 
marina. As with upstream land planning, environmental management is again largely a matter beyond 
the authority of the marina. At the same time, the opportunity exists (because of marina location and 
popularity) to influence environmental management (especially by education).   
 
While detail about a number of issues (e.g. pollution) still needs to be gathered, some consequences 
for environmental management are immediately evident from this study, as two concerns of  high 
priority. The large proportion of unidentifiable boat traffic needs to be explained, particularly where 
the implication is that these may also be remiss in environmental respects.  The large proportion of 
active small boats also needs explanation because of their capacity to escape notice for speeding, 
fishing and littering.  
 
Methods 
Study marinas 
Figure 1 shows the locations of the study areas, which centre on three privately-owned marinas in 
coastal Queensland, as follows:  
 
Meridien Marinas Horizon Shores (MMHS) is a 93-hectare 1,000-wet-berth/dry-stack/trailer park 
marina first established in 1980 and presently being significantly expanded and upgraded (to an 
international scale).  It is located beside southern Moreton Bay, with immediate access to the 
renowned fishing grounds of Moreton Bay as well as to its Marine and National Parks. 
 
Meridien Marinas Abel Point (MMAP) is a 27-hectare 512 wet-berth marina first established in 1987 
and now planned to be significantly upgraded.  Located in the Town of Whitsunday on the central 
north Queensland coast, it serves as one of the chief gateways to the Great Barrier Reef World 
Heritage Area, along with its Marine and National Parks. 
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Figure 1.    Location of the three study areas in eastern Queensland – MMHS at Gold Coast 
in the south; MMAP near Whitsunday Islands in central Queensland; and MMPD at Port 
Douglas in the north.  (Distances: from Gold Coast to Whitsunday Islands 1,200 km and 
from Whitsunday islands to Port Douglas 650 km) 
 
Meridien Marinas Port Douglas (MMPD) is a 30-hectare, 112 wet-berth marina first established in 
1983 and now in the process of being completely reconstructed.  Located at Port Douglas in far 
north Queensland, it continues to serve as another major gateway to the Great Barrier Reef.  The 
marina is built into a part of the southern side of Dickson Inlet (MMPD/DI), a ca.2,500-ha waterway 
sub-catchment with one other small marina, a sailing club, and mid-stream moorings. 
 
All of these marinas have historically served in part as long-term recreational boat parking facilities, 
and have provided additional accessway to the sea by way of ramps for boats using vehicle trailers.   
 
Environmental measures 
Table 1 shows the methods of measurement employed for 11 potential impacts generally considered 
to derive from boating. 
 
Sources of information  
Direct observation 
The surveys were conducted over three years (2006 to 2008) by teams of graduate students.  The 
surveys were undertaken during a mid-year period when there were some school holidays, but no 
public holidays.  Weather was generally fine throughout.  
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Table  1.  List of potential environmental impacts in a marina, and the methods adopted in 
this study to address these 
Potential impact Source of information Measure  
Fuel, oil & other liquid 
pollutant discharges & 
spillages 
Direct observation, cross-
checked by official registration 
information 
Numbers of boats powered by 
engines (vs sail); size (using length 
classes) of boats; frequency of boat 
movements; number of fuel stops 
Boat sewage and bilge 
pollution   
Direct observation, cross-
checked with marina Site Occupier 
lists  
Size (using length classes) of boats; 
frequency of movements 
Boat noise and air 
contamination  
Direct observations; Site Occupier 
lists  
Size (using length classes) of boats, 
direction of boats; frequency of 
movements; time of day of 
movement; duration at sea 
Littoral soil erosion 
from boat wakes 
Direct observations; Site Occupier 
lists  
Frequency of movements; size (using 
length classes) of boats 
Litter spread  Direct observations; Site Occupier 
lists; Industry statistics 
Numbers of crew/passengers; 
commercial vs private boat numbers 
Physical damage from 
collisions with & 
disturbance of marine 
life 
Direct observations; Official 
Registration information 
Frequency of boat movements; size 
(using length classes) of boats 
Greater access to fish 
(including bait)  
Direct observations; Site Occupier 
lists  
Numbers of crew/passengers; make 
of boat 
Transport of foreign 
marine organisms & 
weeds  
Direct observations; Official 
Registration information 
Origin of boats; size (using length 
classes) of boats  
Intrusion into the 
scenic amenity  
Direct observations; Official 
Registration information 
Frequency & duration of boat 
movements; numbers of passengers 
and size and frequency of boats; 
numbers of departures from marina; 
commercial vs private boat numbers 
Environmental 
disturbance at 
landings and 
anchorages  
Direct observation; Site Occupier 
lists & Local/Visitor records 
Frequency of boat movements; size 
(using length classes) of boats; 
numbers of fuel stops 
Indirect effects of 
associated facilities & 
industries  
 
Direct observations; Site Occupier 
lists & Local/Visitor records; 
Official Registration information; 
Industry statistics  
Size (using length classes) of boats; 
numbers of boats; uses of boats (by 
Registration codes) 
 
A “movement” is defined here as the actions of a boat when it is released and shifted from its 
moorings for any reason; a “moving boat” is any vessel of any size not moored (or ashore).  A “boat 
movement” is thus any measurable passage of the same moving boat – categorized here to be “within the 
marina”, “departing the marina” or “entering the marina”.   
 
All moving boats during daylight hours were observed (using 7-15 X 35 zoom binoculars, distances 
rarely exceeding 50m) – and recorded according to a preconceived set of questions (see Figure 2).  At 
MMAP, digital photographs using a zoom lens were taken of every boat to facilitate record 
transferral to the database.   
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Figure 2.  Boat survey pro forma used to log boat survey data prior to entry into a digital 
database, Meridien Marinas Port Douglas (Dickson Inlet), Q., 2008.  Note:  ‘Fuel’ means a 
refuelling stopover; ‘Power’ subsequently incorporated observations of the few rowing boats; 
‘Description’ was based on a general classification devised at the outset in collaboration with MMHS 
staff; presence of a ‘Sleeping cabin’ was an attempt to forecast longer distances travelled. 
 
Night-time surveys were conducted only at MMHS.   Observations were made (in these instances by 
security staff in the course of routine patrols during their rounds) throughout the night.  Navigation 
lights were used to reveal moving boats within the marina.  For the latter part of the observation 
period (the last 24 nights), the direction these lights moved (into or out of the marina) was also 
noted.  No attempt was made during the night-time surveys to record the size of boat or other details 
observable during daylight.  Among other reasons for this, Registration Symbols on the boat were 
mostly not discernible.  Because circumstances were so different from day-time recording, the survey 
aimed to detect only (a) if movements did occur at night, and (b) the relative frequency of moving 
boats at different times of the night.   
 
Recording sheets were completed for every boat observed moving within a marina (including its 
entrance channel).  Two of the three surveyed marinas have well-defined entryways to measure 
movements; Port Douglas is less well defined and surveys were conducted there in the overall small 
area of Dickson Inlet.   
 
Because the best vantage point for MMPD lies at the mouth of Dickson Inlet, no measure was made 
of point of origin of a boat, and whether it fuelled at MMPD during its stay.  There may have been 
some movements within MMPD, and from MMPD to MMPD/DI, which were unrecorded.  
Likewise, the origin of boats (i.e. from trailer ramps or wet berths) could not be ascertained there.  
The presence of fishing equipment on board was not recorded at MMPD/DI or MMAP.  Because of 
the geography, it was feasible at MMHS also to determine the direction a boat took when departing 
or arriving the marina entrance.  Because of the commercial tourism activity at MMPD, the 
programmed broad destinations of each of these tourist vessels also were recorded (from marina 
records).   
 
At least two surveyors were scheduled on a continuous roster daily to oversee each marina, with 
durations of boat activity assessable for up to 36 continuous hours.   
 
Data were transferred to a digital database and progressive analyses undertaken to monitor the 
practical effectiveness of the survey.   
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Official Registration Information 
Each moving boat was individually identified wherever possible by its Registration Symbols.  A 
boat’s name also was recorded if available, especially in the absence of symbols, but this 
identification alone was unreliable because names were sometimes replicated. 
 
In Queensland, commercial ships, and recreational ships with motor power of greater than 3kW 
(greater than 4hp), must be registered.  Registration symbols must be clearly visible in plain 
characters and in contrasting colour to the hull; they must use 75 to 200mm high lettering 
(depending on size of craft), and this must be able to be read from a distance of 30m.  The symbols 
must be displayed on both sides and must be easily seen when the craft is underway. Tenders must 
be marked “Tender” with registration symbols (75mm in height) of the mother (‘primary’) ship.7    
 
Private recreational boats are identified by Registration Symbols – licensed under Transport 
Queensland – in the form of three letters followed by three numbers then the letter “Q”.  (Some 
older registrations finish with the letters “SQ”.)  Commercial boats (for tourism, charter, recreational 
fishing) – issued by Maritime Services Queensland – are identified by Symbols in the form of five 
numbers followed by either “QA”, “QB”, “QC”, “QD”, “QE” or “QF” (denoting various operating 
limits).  These may be privately owned or company owned.   
 
For professional fishing vessels – with permits issued by Queensland Department of Employment, 
Economic Development and Innovation – boats are identified (aside from registration papers) by 
“F” followed by three letters only.  New South Wales boats’ numbers finish with the letter “N”.  
Other States have imposed codes that differ, including over time.  Northern Territory does not have 
registration.  Western Australia has now adopted an alpha-numeric hull identification numbering 
system (HIN) that would allow Australia-wide uniformity of approach to Registration Symbols.   
 
No Registration Number allocated under these administrations is re-issued. 
 
Site Occupier Lists 
The inventories of boats berthed ‘permanently’ at each marina (termed Site Occupiers) were consulted 
for information about residential boats.  Registration records and Site Occupier lists reveal classes of 
boat and their intended uses.  
 
Site Occupier records were also accompanied by lists of Local and Visitor vessels at MMAP.  Locals are 
mostly charter boats that operate regularly out of the marina but are not permanently berthed there. 
Visitors are casual visiting boats (usually appearing only one or twice) that also pay for short-term 
berthing.   
 
Industry statistics 
State-wide lists of numbers of registered boats (and the classes of these) allow some comparisons to 
be made with the collected data.  Information on offshore government mooring sites was used where 
movements occurred to the nearby marinas. 
 
Notes on other measures 
Size (length) of boat 
At best, only an estimate can be (and was) made of boats in motion at seas, in this instance into three 
groups (i.e. <3m; 3 to 10m; >10m).  Site Occupier records allowed a cross-check of the class and size  
of primary boats.  The State-wide statistics for recreational boats – again, mother boats that are non-
commercial8 – allowed a cross-check of sizes for these classes.   
                                                 
7  Maritime Safety Queensland (2008), www.msq.qld.gov.au/home/registration/Recreational ships. 
8 Blackman, AJ (2008) Queensland’s recreational marine industry, Unpublished technical report for Marine 
Queensland, November 2008.  
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Power source of boat 
The powering capability of boats was recorded – as motor (including auxiliary) or sail (no motor).  
The occasional use of oars was noted. 
 
Frequency & direction of movements 
Movements were recorded by date and day, time of day and direction (viz. into, out of, or within the 
marina).   
 
Duration of movements (activity) 
The periods of surveys allowed movements up 36 hours to be measured.  Certainly, boats stay 
berthed in marinas for protracted periods, just as they stay at sea for prolonged times.  The present 
calculations provide some introductory measure of the relative durations among short-term users. 
 
Identifications at night are difficult.  A register could be kept of berth-owners and their absences 
from their moorings, but this would address only one part of the traffic.  Moreover, too many small 
unidentifiable boats move around a marina to ignore their place in the traffic – with all of its 
management implications.  For the time being, this aspect of these boat surveys was examined by 
tracking those registered boats – belonging to or visiting a marina – where departing and returning 
was within a 36-hour survey period.  Periods extended overnight on the assumption that a boat at 
moorings in the evening and departing early next day had not moved during the night.  Likewise, for 
those departing and arriving, the assumption of overnight at sea was made in the reasonable belief 
that boats had not moved in and out of the marina during the night.   
 
Usage 
Direct observations were cross-checked against registration classes (e.g. recreational compared with 
commercial compared with professional fishing), and for permitted passenger loads.  A particular 
record was made of boats that moved to the sole-purpose refuelling docks.  
 
Finally, all interpretations of field data were checked with each of the marina managers. 
 
Results 
Places and dates of surveys of the numbers of moving boats in the study marinas are listed in Table 
2. 
 
Table 2. The dates and periods (by days and hours) of exhaustive surveys of moving boats at 
three marinas along the east coast of Queensland, 2006-2008  
Location Dates Nos. 
days 
Usual daily 
hours of 
observation 
Nos. boat movements*
MMHS 18.viii.06-3.ix.06 
(day-time) 
10.x.06-9.xi.06 
(night-time) 
18 
31 
0830-1800 
1800-0600 
1,461 
141 
MMAP 25.vii.07-21.viii.07 28 0800-1800 2,516 
MMPD/DI 24.vii.08-13.viii.08 21 0800-1800 987 
Totals Aug.06-Aug.08 98 ** 5,105 
* Not all boat movements yielded specific information; thus e.g. if the total number of people on 
board was uncertain, no count of heads was entered.   ** Period 0600-0800 not surveyed. 
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Table 3 shows the capacity to identify moving boats by means of their regulatory signage at three 
Meridien Marinas along the east coast of Queensland, 2006 to 2008. 
 
The numbers of Site Occupier and other moving boats are shown in Table 4. 
 
Table 3. Identification of moving boats by Registration Symbols at three marinas along the 
east coast of Queensland, 2006-2008 
Location Total nos. 
of moving 
boats 
Nos. boats 
displaying 
identifiable 
Registration Symbol 
(or Tender 
designation) 
Nos. boats displaying 
name but no 
identifiable Registration 
Symbol (or Tender 
designation) 
Nos.  
other boats 
 
MMHS 1,460 939 (64.3%) 414 (28.4%) 107 (7.3%) 
MMAP 2,515 1,037 (41.2%) 1,247 (49.6%) 231 (9.2%) 
MMPD/DI 987 633 (64.1%) 307 (31.1%) 47 (4.8%) 
Totals 4,962 2,609 (52.6%) 1,968 (39.6%) 385 (7.8%) 
 
Table 4. Numbers of different moving Site Occupier-registered boats compared with other 
moving registered boats, Meridien Marinas Horizon Shores, Q., August-September 2006 
Location Total nos. 
different boats 
on Site 
Occupier (SO)  
list 
Nos. different 
Site Occupier 
boats recorded 
moving 
Nos. different 
Local and 
Visitor boats 
recorded 
moving 
Nos. other 
registered 
boats 
recorded 
moving 
MMHS 738 189 (25.6% of 
total SOs) 
n.a.* 472 
MMAP 307 96 (31.3% of 
total SOs) 
84 + 75 224 
MMPD/DI 90 30 (19.4% of 
total SOs) 
n.a.** 65 
* There were 18 records of visiting boats moving to the shipyard, and six of boats recently vacated as 
Site Occupiers   
**  There was one boat known to be berthed at Port Dickson Yacht Club, one at Meridien Marinas 
fishers’ lease mooring in Port Dickson, and one at another mooring in Port Dickson 
 
Moving boats that have visible registration symbols can be traced to marina records to determine 
more details (e.g. Table 5). 
 
Table 6 groups moving boats into three size classes, and compares marina results with State-wide 
statistics. 
 
The numbers of hull-types among the moving boats are shown in Table 7. 
 
More specifically, Table 8 illustrates the numbers of moving boats according to generally accepted 
classes. 
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Table 5. Numbers of day-time movements of Site Occupier, Local & Visitor, and Other 
registered boats at three marinas along the east coast of Queensland, 2006-2008 
Location Nos. of all boat 
movements by 
Site Occupier-
registered boats 
Nos. of movements 
of Local and Visitor 
registered boats 
Nos. of 
movements of 
other registered 
boats 
Nos. of 
movements by 
unidentifiable 
boats 
MMHS 341 (23.3% of 
total movements) 
n.a.** 702 418 
MMAP 351 (14.0% of 
total movements) 
502 313 1,350 
MMPD/DI 376 (37.9% of 
total movements) 
n.a.*** 189 428 
*These movements also included boats not registered     
**There were 13 movement records known to be involved with the shipyard   
***There were 10 boat movements known to be involved with Port Dickson Yacht Club, four with 
the MM fishers’ lease mooring, and 44 with another mooring in Dickson Inlet 
 
Table 6.  The lengths of all moving boats by broad size classes at three marinas along the 
east coast of Queensland, 2006 to 2008, with comparisons with local regional totals of all 
registered boats 
Location9 Nos. boats 
surveyed 
Small (<3m) Medium Large (>10m) 
MMHS 1,459 229 (15.7 %) 1,034 (70.9%) 196 (13.4 %) 
Gold Coast City 
Council totals 
26,569 2,187  
(8.2%) 
22,636 (85.2%) 1,746 
(6.6%) 
MMAP 2,513 1,161 (46.2%) 366 (14.6%) 986 (39.2%) 
Whitsunday  
Regional Council 
totals 
5,121 112 
(2.2%) 
4,618 
(90.2%) 
391 
(7.6%) 
MMPD/DI 978 278 (28.4%) 247 (25.3%) 453 (46.3%) 
Cairns Regional 
Council totals 
10,457 288 
(2.8%) 
9,813 
(93.8%) 
356 
(3.4%) 
Totals moving 
boats in 3 study 
marinas 
4,950 1,668 (33.7%) 1,647 (33.3%) 1,635 (33.0%) 
Statewide for all 
boats 
227,695 9,909 (4.4%) 209,963(92.2%) 7,823 (3.4%) 
  
Table 7.  Proportions of hull types among all observed moving boats at three marinas along 
the east coast of Queensland, 2006-2008 
Location Nos. all moving 
boats surveyed 
Single hull Twin hulls Trimaran 
MMHS 1,461 1,423 (97.4%)  35 (2.4%) 3 (0.2%) 
MMAP 2,512 2,170 (86.4%) 330 (13.1%) 12 (0.5%) 
MMPD/DI 979 738 (75.4%) 240 (24.5%) 1 (0.1%) 
Totals 4,952 4,331 (87.5%) 605 (12.2%) 16 (0.3%) 
 
                                                 
9  Regional and State data from Transport Queensland (2009) Local Authority by length : All craft as at February 
2009,  Unpublished report. 
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Table 8.  Numbers of observed small moving boats at three marinas along the east coast of 
Queensland 2006 to 2008 
Location Nos. all moving boats 
surveyed 
Nos. of moving dinghies* 
MMHS 1,387 178 (12.8%) 
MMAP 2,515 1,096 (43.6%) 
MMPD/DI 532  124 (23.3%) 
Totals 4,434 1,398 (31.5 %) 
* including ‘tinnies’, tenders, canoes, kayaks, parasails, but not jet skis 
  
Information has been gathered about the largely overlooked dinghy category in Table 9.  
 
Table  9.  Some information about dinghies gathered during surveys of three marinas along 
the east coast of Queensland, 2006-2008 
Location Nos. 
dinghies 
surveyed 
with at 
least one 
of the 
following 
attributes 
Nos. 
with 
Reg. 
Symbols 
Size 
 
<3m 
Size 
 
3-10 m 
 
Av. nos. 
people 
on 
board 
n = no. 
dinghies
Move-
ment 
 
With-
in 
 
 
 
 
Out 
 
 
 
Into 
MMHS 
 
176 
(12.6 
%) 
93 
(52.8 
%) 
133 
(77.8%) 
38 
(22.2%)
1.96  
(1-6) 
(n = 174)
26 
(15.0 
%) 
63 
(36.4 
%) 
84 
(48.6%)
MMAP 
 
1,096 
(78.6 
%) 
30 
(2.7 
%) 
1,094 
(100.0%)
0 
(0 
%) 
1.60 
(1-12*) 
(n= 
1,070) 
374 
(35.7%) 
314 
(30.0 
%) 
359 
(34.3%)
MMPD/DI 
 
123 
(8.8 
%) 
29 
(23.6 
%) 
114 
(94.2%) 
7 
(5.8%) 
1.70 
(1-4) 
(n = 119)
44 
(35.8 
%) 
33 
(26.8 
%) 
46 
(37.4 
%) 
*One explanation of the large loads is that a number of commercial vessels have difficulty accessing 
MMAP at low tide due to their draft; they then transfer passengers from the vessels at anchor outside 
of the marina into the marina using tenders capable of carrying 8 -12 passengers at a time. 
 
The relative boat movement activity at the three study marinas is shown in Table 10. 
 
Table 10.  Relative daylight activity of all boats observed during similar times of day in three 
marinas along the east coast of Queensland, 2006-2008 
 
Location 
Nos. all boat 
movements 
surveyed in 
daylight 
 
Total survey hours
 
Activity (boat 
movements/hour)
MMHS 1,461 130 11.24 
MMAP 2,516 88.5 28.43 
MMPD/DI 987 125 7.90 
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Daily traffic of all boats departing from, arriving into, and moving within, the marinas is shown in 
Table 11. 
 
Table 11.  Average numbers of all observed moving boats by day of week at three marinas 
along the east coast of Queensland, 2006 to 2008 
Location No. of 
daily boat 
movements 
Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun 
MMHS 
 
Entering 45 44 34 25 62  
174 379 
 Departing 37 20 26 13 98  
223 190 
 Only within 9 6 3 5 16  
39 12 
 Totals 
 
91 
 
 
70 
 
 
63 
 
 
43 
 
 
176 
 
 
436 
 
 
581 
 
MMAP 
 
Entering 139 112 85 103 159 190 164 
 Departing 108 98 122 111 142 186 167 
 Only within 94 97 76 93 90 97 83 
 Totals 
 
341 
 
307 
 
283 
 
307 
 
 
391 
 
473 
 
414 
MMPD/ 
DI 
 
Entering 
68 47 38 49 86 99 65 
 Departing 69 48 41 47 86 96 61 
 Only within 15 7 7 10 14 17 10 
 
 
Totals 
 
 
152 
 
102 
 
86 
 
106 
 
186 
 
212 
 
136 
ALL 
STUDY 
MARINAS 
 
Totals (as 
%) 
 
11.8% 
 
9.7 
% 
 
8.7 
% 
 
9.2 
% 
 
15.2% 
 
22.6% 
 
22.8 
% 
 
Table 12 shows the above boat activity according to periods within a week. 
 
Table 12.  Movements of all boats according to periods of the week at three marinas along 
the east coast of Queensland, 2006-2008 
Location Week days 
(Monday-Friday) 
Weekends 
(Saturday-Sunday) 
MMHS 30.3% 69.7% 
MMAP 64.8% 35.2% 
MMPD/DI 64.5% 35.5% 
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Table 13 shows the movement pattern of boats at night in one Meridien Marina (MMHS) 
 
Table 13.  Sample numbers of moving boats recorded during hourly periods at night in 
Meridien Marinas Horizon Shores, Steiglitz, Q., during October-November 2006 
Hour 
periods 
1800-
1900 
1901-
2000 
2001-
2100 
2101-
2200
2201-
2300 
2301-
2400 
0001-
0100 
0101-
0200
0201-
0300 
0301-
0400 
0401-
0500 
0501-
0600 
Nos. 
moving 
boats 
% of total 
 
50 
35.5% 
 
22 
15.6%
 
5 
3.5% 
 
10 
7.1%
 
4 
2.8%
 
2 
1.4%
 
0 
0% 
 
0 
0% 
 
1 
0.7% 
 
6 
4.3% 
 
18 
12.8%
 
23 
16.3%
% 
departing 
marina 
 
24 
 
8 
 
3 
 
6 
 
2 
 
1 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
4 
 
13 
 
5 
% 
entering 
marina 
 
26 
 
14 
 
2 
 
4 
 
2 
 
1 
 
0 
 
0 
 
1 
 
2 
 
5 
 
18 
 
The broad directional movements of moving boats at the three marinas are reported in Table 14. 
 
Table 14.   Direction being taken by all moving boats in three marinas along the east coast of 
Queensland, 2006-2008 
Location Nos. moving 
boats surveyed 
Nos. boats 
departing marina 
Nos. boats 
entering marina 
No. boats 
moving 
only within 
marina 
MMHS 1,458 605 (41.5%) 763 (52.3%) 90 (6.2%) 
MMAP 2,511 935 (37.2%) 963 (38.4%) 613 (24.4%) 
MMPD/DI 982 448  (45.6%) 452 (46.0%) 82 (8.4%) 
Totals 4,951 1,988 (40.2%) 2,178 (43.9%) 785 (15.9%) 
 
Measures of short-term stays away (i.e. within 36 hours of departure) from the study marinas are 
shown in Table 15. Measures of short-term periods staying (i.e. less than 36 hours) within the study 
marinas are shown in Table 16. 
 
Table  15.  Numbers of all boats observed moving away from three marinas for different 
short-term periods along the east coast of Queensland, 2006 to 2008 
No. of moving boats 
tracked at location 
Duration 
<2 hours 
Duration 
Half-day 
Duration 
One day 
Duration 
Over-night 
MMHS 
 
37 
(25.9%) 
40 
(27.9%) 
37 
(25.9%) 
29 
(20.3%) 
MMAP 
 
28 
(21.4%) 
48 
(36.6%) 
23 
(17.6%) 
32 
(24.4%) 
MMPD/DI 
 
22 
(11.4%) 
41 
(21.3%) 
129 
(66.8%) 
1 
(0.5%) 
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Table  16.  Numbers of all boats observed visiting three marinas for different short-term 
periods along the east coast of Queensland, 2006 to 2008 
No. of moving boats 
tracked at location 
Duration 
<2 hours 
Duration 
Half-day 
Duration 
One day 
Duration 
Over-night 
MMHS 
 
57 
(70.4%) 
16 
(19.8%) 
4 
(4.9%) 
4 
(4.9%) 
MMAP 
 
51 
(42.5%) 
18 
(15.0%) 
0 
(0%) 
51 
(42.5%) 
MMPD/DI 
  
9 
(10.2%) 
3 
(3.4%) 
0 
(0%) 
76 
(86.4%) 
 
Table 17 illustrates the numbers of observable people on board all moving boats at the three 
marinas. 
 
Table 17.  Numbers of people (that could be counted accurately) on board all moving boats 
at three marinas along the east coast of Queensland, 2006-2008   
 
Location 
Total nos. 
of moving 
boats 
surveyed 
 
1 
 
2 
 
3-5 
 
6-9 
 
10-20 
 
>20 
MMHS 
(% all boats 
surveyed) 
 
1,418 
 
 
310 
(21.9%) 
 
680 
(48.0%) 
 
399 
(28.1%) 
 
26 
(1.8%) 
 
2 
(0.1%) 
 
1 
(0.1%) 
MMAP 2,501 
 
853 
(34.1%) 
674 
(27.0%) 
556 
(22.2%) 
115 
(4.6%) 
262 
(10.5%) 
41 
(1.6%) 
MMPD/DI 980 
 
178 
(18.2%) 
204 
(20.8%) 
191 
(19.5%) 
60 
(6.1%) 
126 
(12.8%) 
221 
(22.6%) 
Totals 4,899 
 
1,341 
(27.3%) 
1,558 
(31.8%) 
1,146 
(23.4%) 
201 
(4.1%) 
390 
(8.0%) 
263 
(5.4%) 
 
The numbers of people on board moving boats in the study marinas by time of day are shown in 
Table 18. 
 
Table  18.  Numbers of people (that could be counted accurately) on all moving boats by 
hour-periods during the day on three Sundays in same season of year at three marinas along 
the east coast of Queensland, 2006-2008 
 
Location & 
date 
0830- 
0930 
0931-
1030 
1031- 
1130 
1131- 
1230 
1231- 
1330 
1331-
1430 
1431-
1530 
1531-
1631 
1631-
1730 
MMHS 
20.viii.06 - 
total nos. 
moving boats 
surveyed 
 
 
24 
 
 
 
42 
 
 
 
18 
 
 
 
21 
 
 
 
40 
 
 
 
33 
 
 
 
40 
 
 
 
25 
 
 
 
16 
 
- nos. people 
departing 
43 69 30 29 13 17 4 4 5 
- nos. people 
arriving 
13 37 8 18 80 61 107 62 29 
- nos. people 
only moving 
within  
0 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 
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Table  18.  (Continued).   
 
MMAP 
29.vii.07 
 
38 
 
 
46 
 
47 
 
40 
 
47 
 
35 
 
46 
 
No 
survey 
 
No 
survey
- departing 154 103 55 35 53 56 45 n.a. n.a. 
- arriving 9 40 136 35 71 79 95 n.a. n.a. 
- only within 11 10 31 32 17 3 14 n.a. n.a. 
MMPD/DI 
10.viii.08 
 
1 
 
3 
 
6 
 
5 
 
1 
 
0 
 
9 
 
7 
 
5 
- departing 10 326 8 16 0 0 3 92 360 
- arriving 0 0 50 2 0 0 8 0 3 
- only within 0 0 1 6 2 0 2 0 12 
 
Table 19 illustrates the numbers of moving boats with a capacity to sleep crew/passengers 
 
Table 19.  The numbers of all moving boats with sleeping cabins at three marinas along the 
east coast of Queensland, 2006 to 2008 
Location Nos. boats (all types) in 
sample 
Nos. with sleeping cabins (%) 
MMHS 1,454 756 (52.0%) 
MMAP 2,225 921 (41.4%) 
MMPD/DI 987 233 (23.6%) 
Totals 4,666 1,910 (40.9%) 
 
Table 20 reveals the proportion of moving boats with engine power (main or auxiliary). 
 
Table 20.  The numbers of all moving boats with engine power at three marinas along the 
east coast of Queensland, 2006 to 2008 
Location Total nos. moving boats 
surveyed 
Nos. powered by engine 
MMHS 1,459 1,459 (100.0%) 
MMAP 2,507 2,494 (99.5%) 
MMPD/DI 972 839 (86.3%) 
Totals 4,938 4,792 (97.0%) 
 
Table 21 indicates the numbers of moving boats that are active for refueling purposes. 
 
Table 21.  Numbers of boats refuelling as part of the movement at three marinas along the 
east coast of Queensland, 2006 to 2008 
Location Total nos. moving boats 
surveyed 
No. moving boats refuelling (%)
MMHS 1,461 317 (21.7%) 
MMAP 2,516 223 (8.9%) 
MMPD/DI Not surveyed n.a. 
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Fishing interest or intention on moving boats – as revealed by obvious fishing equipment – at 
MMHS is illustrated in Table 22. 
 
Table 22.  Numbers of all moving boats with obvious fishing interest at a Meridien Marinas 
Horizon Shores, Q., August-September 2006   
Location No. boats (all types) in 
sample 
No. carrying obvious fishing 
equipment 
MMHS 1,452 373 (25.7%) 
MMAP Not surveyed n.a. 
MMPD/DI Not surveyed n.a. 
 
The broad categories of use of boats – as revealed by their Registration Symbols – are shown in 
Table 23. 
 
Table 23.  Numbers of different moving boats by uses (according to discernible Registration 
Symbols) at three marinas along the east coast of Queensland, 2006 to 2008 
Location &  
Registration type 
Nos. moving boats 
at location 
MMHS  
Queensland recreational 394 (94.7%) 
Queensland commercial 21 (5.0%) 
Queensland pro. fishing 0 (0.0%) 
New South Wales 1 (0.3%) 
Victoria 0 (0.0%) 
MMAP  
Queensland recreational 191 (56.5%) 
Queensland commercial 131 (38.7%) 
Queensland pro. fishing 0 (0.0%) 
New South Wales 8 (2.4%) 
Victoria 6 (1.8%) 
Western Australia 1 (0.3%) 
New Zealand 1 (0.3%) 
MMPD/DI  
Queensland recreational 34 (47.9%) 
Queensland commercial 36 (50.7%) 
Queensland pro. fishing 0 (0.0%) 
New South Wales 1 (1.4%) 
Victoria 0 (0.0%) 
ALL LOCATIONS  
Queensland recreational 619 (75.1%) 
Queensland commercial 188 (22.8%) 
Queensland pro. fishing 0 (0.0%) 
New South Wales 10 (1.2%) 
Victoria 6 (0.7%) 
Western Australia 1 (0.1%) 
New Zealand 1 (0.1%) 
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The day-of-week uses of boats at MMPD/DI are revealed through the broad categories of boats 
surveyed (Table 24). 
 
Table 24. Categories of all boats observed moving daily (on average) at Meridien Marinas 
Port Douglas/Dickson Inlet, Q, July to August, 2008 
 
Types of 
moving boats 
 
Fri 
 
Sat 
 
Sun 
 
Mon 
 
Tues 
 
Wed 
 
Thurs 
 
Totals
Recreational 
(non-
commercial) 
(% of weekly 
average total) 
 
16 
 (7.2 
%) 
 
42 
(19.0 
%) 
 
42 
(19.0 
%) 
 
34 
(15.4 
%) 
 
35 
(15.8 
%) 
 
26 
(11.8 
%) 
 
26 
(11.8 
%) 
 
 
221 
 
Commercial 
(% of weekly 
average total) 
 
 
40  
(16.5 
%) 
 
 
35 
(14.5 
%) 
 
31 
(12.8 
%) 
 
36 
(14.9 
%) 
 
33 
(13.6 
%) 
 
28 
(11.6 
%) 
 
39 
(16.1 
%) 
 
 
242 
 
The times of day for all moving boats throughout the study period are shown in Table 25.  Table 26 
lists the intended destinations of moving boats from MMPD/DI. 
 
Table 25. Categories of all boats observed moving by hours of the day (on average) at 
Meridien Marinas Port Douglas/Dickson Inlet, Q., July to August 2008 
 
Types of 
moving 
boats 
0800-
0900 
0901-
1000 
1001-
1100
1101-
1200
1201-
1300
1301-
1400
1401-
1500 
1501-
1600 
1601-
1700 
1701-
1800 
 
Totals
Recreational 
(non-
commercial) 
(% of 
average 
daily total) 
 
28 
(12.7%) 
 
 
18 
(8.2%) 
 
26 
(11.8 
%) 
 
17 
(7.7 
%) 
 
16 
(7.2 
%) 
 
20 
(9.0 
%) 
 
21 
(9.5 
%) 
 
21 
(9.5 
%) 
 
34 
(15.4 
%) 
 
20 
(9.0 
%) 
 
 
221 
 
Commercial 
(% of 
average 
daily total) 
 
60  
(24.8 
%) 
 
22 
(9.1 
%) 
 
16 
(6.6 
%) 
 
13 
(5.4 
%) 
 
10 
(4.1 
%) 
 
13 
(5.4 
%) 
 
7 
(2.9 
%) 
 
18 
(7.4 
%) 
 
71 
(29.3 
%) 
 
12 
(5.0 
%) 
 
 
242 
 
Table 26. Numbers and destinations of commercial (tourist) moving boats at Meridien 
Marinas Port Douglas/Dickson Inlet, Q., during July to August 2008 
Boating 
categories 
Private 
recreation
al boats 
Tourist boats 
to estuary 
zone 
Tourist boats 
to Inner 
Great Barrier 
Reef 
Tourist boats 
to Outer 
Great Barrier 
Reef 
Professional 
fishing boats
Numbers 
surveyed 
413 48 163 148 90 
% of commercial 
boats 
  
5.6% 
 
18.9% 
 
17.2% 
 
10.4% 
% of all boats 47.9%     
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Discussion 
Samples 
In the few field studies so far reported of boat activity in Queensland – seen as an essential 
requirement for assessing environmental impacts – numbers surveyed have been small, time spans of 
surveys restricted, and sampling limited.  In this study, more than 5,100 boats were observed moving 
at three marinas in eastern Queensland during 2006 to 2008, with data collection designed to yield 
information on traffic behaviour as a potential determinant of the environmental management of 
such waterways.  The sampling regimen (i.e. survey periods, see Table 2) was a product of 
convenience.  That is, exhaustive records were taken for periods which appeared to be the times of 
most activity.  The experience has at the same time provided a basis for more effective future 
surveys. 
 
In the field, a significant proportion of boats were unidentifiable (Table 3).  This applied even where 
boat names were used in the absence of any registration symbols/tender designation (only 16.4 per 
cent of 2,353 unidentified boats bore names).  In all study marinas, the total number of movements 
of unidentifiable boats exceeded those by Site Occupiers (i.e. with permanent marina berthings).  Where 
known, Locals (usually tourist boats) and Visitors (casual short-term recreational boats) reduced this 
discrepancy significantly (Tables 4 and 5).  It has been observed10 (for the frequently-patrolled 
Moreton Bay) that “boat registrations are a considerable underestimate of the real number of recreational boats”.  
Both lots of findings are in contrast to the 96 per cent respondents to questionnaires11 claiming to 
possess recreational boat licences. 
 
It is not intended in these particular surveys to comment further on this issue, except where the 
inability to identify may have implications for environmental management.  Most analyses relate to 
those boats for which registration (and/or related name) was recorded (and from which other 
information then was derived).  
 
Forms/types 
Overall, the three study marinas were used by recreational boats of all sizes, with differences among 
them according to marina functions.  Thus, in the far north of Queensland where access to the Great 
Barrier Reef demanded safer passage, there were higher numbers of boats greater than 10m in length 
(see Tables 6 and 19).  Likewise, large commercial twin-hulled vessels were most common there, 
while single-hulled private vessels predominated in the relatively protected waterways of southern 
Queensland (see Table 7).  Trimarans were a minor component of the traffic throughout.   
 
Table 6 needs careful analysis because, unlike State-wide registrations, moving boats may prove to be 
the same boat.  Nevertheless, the numbers of small moving boats (i.e. less than 3m) at all three 
marinas were proportionally higher than is the State-wide average for all registered craft, especially at 
MMAP (see Table 6).  Earlier findings12 support this, with only 33.7 per cent of 3,819 records of 
boats greater than 4.5m in length.   
 
The numbers of large boats were also proportionally higher than the registered State-wide average.  
Numbers of medium-sized boats were less active in northern regions, perhaps berthed longer to wait 
for suitable weather for accessing the reef (especially from MMAP).  The survey sample of moving 
boats overall was much more evenly ranged in sizes in marinas than is revealed by State-wide 
statistics of all registered boats (Table 6). 
 
                                                 
10 Curvengen, J & Shanco, P, ‘A study of recreational boating in southern Moreton Bay’, (1982) 5(4) Operculum 
181. 
11  Maritime Safety Queensland, above n 4. 
12  Platton, Sawynok and Parsons, above n 6. 
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Maritime Safety Queensland (MSQ)13 recorded that 38 per cent of all recreational boats were 
dinghies.  However, almost one-half of the boat movements in MMAP are attributable to these small 
boats (Table 8). MMHS is closer to the MSQ figure (Table 9).  The greater activity of dinghies at 
MMAP may have been due to offshore ferrying of tourists at low tides; it may also be created by the 
private boat-taxi services to some 375 government-provided drum and pile moorings offshore from 
Airlie Beach (Figure 3).  The frequent disruption to the larger boat traffic flow caused by these 
smaller moving boats should not be overlooked; there will be environmental consequences of this 
disruption.   
 
 
 
Figure 3.  Transport Queensland map of moorings provided offshore from Meridien Marinas 
Abel Point, Airlie Beach, Q. (Map courtesy Queensland Government) 
 
At MMPD/DI, smaller boats tended to use the Port Douglas Yacht Club rather than the marina.  
There is no sailing club near MMHS, where one-quarter of its moving boats (359 of 1,461 records – 
Table 8) entered the marina as small boats from trailers at its boat ramp.   
 
                                                 
13  Maritime Safety Queensland, above n 4. 
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There appears to be a continuing decline in relative dinghy numbers (49.3 per cent of current 
registrations in 2001, 45 per cent in 2003, 38 per cent in 2006 [all MSQ 2007] to 31.5 per cent [of 
4,434 moving boats] observed in this study (Table 8). 
 
Records of boat lengths differ substantially from those reported by Blackman.14  Because his study 
included only registered vessels, no exhaustive measure (only 4 per cent) was made for the dingy-
sized group (actually 33.7 per cent less than 3m, Table 5).  Longer boats (greater than 10m) also were 
significantly fewer (his 6 per cent greater than 8m compared with 33 per cent in this study: Table 6).  
Curvengen and Shanco15 found most boats (59 per cent) to be in the 3 to 6m length range, again 
suggesting that smaller boats were preferred for Moreton Bay purposes.  They also concluded that 
boats in southern Moreton Bay were most commonly transported by trailer. Comparable figures 
from this study indicate only one-quarter (24.6 per cent) of the boats at MMHS were carried on 
trailers, a substantial reduction in this form of boating. This is also consistent with the numbers of 
the larger classes of recreational boats at all the study marinas (Table 6).  There is consensus that 
larger boats are being used more and more.16 
 
Activity  
The movements of boats in a marina were recorded as: departure and return; entry and departure; 
only within the marina. As might be expected, the surveys revealed numbers leaving and arriving to 
be approximately the same at MMAP and MMPD/DI (Table 14); the variation at MMHS suggests 
the survey period was too short for determining the durations of use.  A small proportion move 
internally for servicing purposes (see later), with numbers of these at MMAP noticeably higher.  This 
may have to do with the function of MMAP as a busy accessway (seaport) to the Whitsunday Islands 
and Great Barrier Reef (Table 10). 
 
Surveys confirmed the popularity of weekends for boating activity (Table 11).  This cycle is 
dampened at MMAP – and to a lesser extent at MMPD – because these serve as national tourist 
gateways and thus operate busily during weekdays also.  Understandably, most activity is early and 
late in the daylight hours (see e.g. Table 18).  More boats move outwards in the morning and more 
move inwards in the afternoon – as would be reasonably expected.  Night-time movements certainly 
occurred (Table 13), but these appear to be mostly the result of late finishers and some early starters.  
Curvengen and Shanco17 concluded (for southern Moreton Bay) that weekends were the most 
popular boating days, and this remained clearly so for the present study (Table 12).  The present 
study refined the earlier work by recognizing the role of Fridays and Mondays (to a lesser extent, 
along with night-time) in servicing the weekends (Table 11). 
 
At the same time, and contrary to popular view, the extent of boat movement in a marina in the dark 
can be significant – though about only one-tenth of that occurring during daylight hours.  Boats 
move at night mostly in the early evening (when boats are returning to the marina), and (to a lesser 
extent) in the early mornings (when boats are departing).  During the hours after midnight, traffic is 
negligible (Table 13). 
 
One set of moving boats consisted of those departing and returning.  These consisted of boats 
housed within the marina, and those brought by trailer into the marina from outside.  The relatively 
                                                 
14 Blackman, above n 8. 
15 Curvengen & Shanco, above n 10. 
16 See e.g. Brown & Root Services Asia Pacific Pty Ltd (2001) Whitsunday Region Marina demand analysis 2000, 
Unpublished technical report for Whitsunday Regional Inter-Departmental Committee, Queensland Department of 
State Development; and International Marina Consultants Pty Ltd (2006) Overview of recreational boating in 
Queensland, Unpublished technical report. 
17 Curvengen & Shanco, above n 10. 
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short periods for many of these boat movements from a marina (Table 15) is noteworthy, given the 
time, trouble and expense to which boat-owners go.    
Commercial tourist boats have regular routines – sailing every day of the week and with three-
day/two night cruise options.  Commercial traffic data, and berth management can yield additional 
data about some moving boats. 
Another set of data was from those boats that entered and departed from a marina (Table 16) – 
reasons for this included for refuelling, passenger and stores loading, and other purposes (as yet 
undefined).  
Another set of boat movements was erratic in that no reason was evident.  Such activity may 
represent mechanical testing of motors/equipment including by owners as well as shipyard 
mechanics.  Of course, it may be that some boats moved unpredictably because of malfunctioning 
equipment or because boat-owners returned for forgotten items.  
Short-term stays away from the study marinas appeared to be evenly-spread in terms of time at 
MMHS (where destinations [in Moreton Bay] were relatively close). Nevertheless, the fact that more 
people returned there on Sunday afternoon than departed on Sunday morning (at least later Sunday 
morning) suggest Saturday overnight-stays aboard occurred.  MMPD, offering longer distances to the 
Great Barrier Reef, reflected a smaller interest in overnight stays (Table 15).  Longer times spent in 
marinas appear to reflect proximity to destinations (e.g. MMHS and Moreton Bay) (Table 16). 
MMAP, with its greatest emphasis on short stays or overnight, reflects its mid-distance proximity to 
Whitsunday Island destinations. 
 
Curvengen & Shanco18 concluded that for southern Moreton Bay one day trips were the most 
common (81 per cent) with overnight stays accounting for only 16 per cent.  For this area, the 
current study found stays of less than two hours, half a day, one day (daylight) and overnight to be 
more or less the same in proportion (Table 15).  This suggests a far more active boating scenario 
than previously, and hence much greater movement of boats.  Maritime Safety Queensland19 
reported 49 per cent of respondents claiming average length trips between three and five hours i.e. 
generally comparable with the findings here.  The larger proportion absent from MMPD/DI for 
longer periods reflects the influence there of the Great Barrier Reef.  It is consistent, however, with 
the MSQ finding that almost one-half (47 per cent) of respondents reported travelling over five 
nautical miles.   
 
The calculated short-term trips stays out of – and at – marinas will be extended in duration only 
slightly by the results of night-time surveys; they should make no significant difference to the time 
boats spend away from a marina. 
 
The balance of the boats in a marina (‘Other different registered boats’, Table 4; and ‘Other boats’ Table 3) 
are assumed to be visiting either for refuelling or revictualling, loading or unloading passengers, 
checking equipment (particularly by a shipyard), touring the marina, or using a public boat ramp or 
shipyard.  Such activities should be more precisely calculated in future surveys. 
 
Boaters 
Information about people on the moving boats remains incomplete.  In these surveys, people may 
have been be hidden from view; or designated carrying capacities may not signify the numbers 
actually carried.  Questionnaires will in due course provide a cross-check of this.   
 
                                                 
18 Curvengen & Shanco, above n 10. 
19 Maritime Safety Queensland, above n 4. 
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The number of people on board the moving boats appeared to range from one to less than 40 (these 
latter on board tourist vessels) (Table 17). At MMHS, Education Queensland’s twin-hulled “Educat” 
carried unusually large numbers of people (schoolchildren) by virtue of its function.  Likewise, 
because boat activity does not necessarily represent people activity (see e.g. Table 18, where more 
boats can actually be carrying fewer people), detailed analysis may reveal significant differences in 
timing of movements among marinas.  This will have consequences for environmental management. 
 
Curvengen & Shanco20 concluded (for southern Moreton Bay) that the average number of persons 
for all boats was four, with the most common number two.  This study revealed only two to three on 
average at MMHS, with the most common number again two (Table 17).  The number is consistent 
with findings (reported by MSQ 2007) of one to three to be most common (in both 2003 and 2006 
surveys).  The apparent reduction in average over time may be because the Curvengen and Shanco 
survey was conducted only on weekends, when numbers might well have been higher. The average 
increased noticeably at the northern marinas (to five to six), though the most common number again 
was two at MMPD/DI, reducing to one at MMAP (Table 17).  The relationship of crew numbers 
with larger and more numerous boats was not examined.  
 
Commercial tourist boats would have caused this increase in average numbers, with the decrease in 
common number possibly a consequence of the frequent servicing of larger boats moored offshore.   
Although tourist boat movements are an important part of some large north Queensland marinas, no 
measure of these has been integrated into published figures.  Thus, an average 5.4 per cent boats 
carrying >20 people (Table 17) is considerably higher than the less than one per cent carrying more 
than six people reported by MSQ (2007).  The hourly passage of people during the day (Table 18) 
reflects the early morning and late afternoon interests of both tourists and individual boat-owners. 
 
The group of boat movements inbound to MMHS for relatively short times (54.3 per cent for less 
than one hour) is noteworthy.  Of 69 of these short-term stays (involving 61 different boats: 73 per 
cent  visiting]), 24 entered the marina for fueling only, 8 for fueling plus loading/unloading of 
passengers, 14 for loading/unloading people only, and the balance (23, excluding the rescue vessels) 
for other reasons.21  This latter high proportion group (30 per cent of vessels) needs further 
investigation.   
 
Uses 
In scanning current uses, the high (and apparently increasing) incidence of sleeping cabins (Table 19) 
suggests boats are being used for longer periods at sea.  No doubt associated with this, motor power 
is almost universal (Table 20), with refuelling an essential exercise (Table 21).   
 
The reason for owning a boat in earlier times could reasonably be connected simply to fishing.  
Curvengen and Shanco22 concluded (for southern Moreton Bay) that fishing (and bait collection) 
constituted 44 per cent of all reasons why boats were being used, with two-thirds of all people 
fishing.   In this study, use of boats primarily for fishing – as judged by external rod fittings (larger 
boats) – would appear to be declining proportionally (Table 22).   The prevalence of fishing is an 
important environmental management consideration. 
 
EMDA23 summarized that the Australian recreational boat industry now rates the sport of fishing to 
be only 18 per cent of the appeal of boating, with fishing for food to be even smaller than this (8 per 
cent of users.  Although fishers may now secrete hand-lines out of sight, other reasons for boating 
                                                 
20 Curvengen & Shanco, above n 10. 
21  All boats have free access to the fuel dock at MMHS and may stay there while visiting other marina facilities. 
22 Curvengen & Shanco, above n 10. 
23  See above n 5. 
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must now predominate and Curvengen & Shanco’s category of “just boating” (43 per cent in that 
study) now warrants more examination. 
 
It is obvious from Registration Numbers that the tourism industry plays a significant role in 
recreational boat movements at some sites (Table 23), and that this is then irrespective of the day of 
the week (see e.g. Table 24).  Aside from the convenience of regular timetables for commercial 
vessels, profitable boats must remain in constant use (Table 25). 
 
Implications for environmental management 
Fuel, oil & other liquid pollutant discharges & spillages  
The overwhelming majority of boats are powered – whether by main engines or auxiliary motors.  As 
such, most moving boats are potential environmental polluters and require management.  
 
Refuelling clearly is a major activity related to boat movements, with as many as one-fifth of all 
vessels at MMHS taking fuel on board in the course of a single move.  Refuelling of boats may take 
place away from a marina, including where owners may bring fuel on to a trailer ramp from 
elsewhere.  Carrying fuel supplies in containers increases the risk of spillage, and such pollution 
extends to repair and cleaning.  Any goodwill of the community-at-large gained by permitting public-
boating access through a marina must be weighed against the environmental disturbance this could 
add (from parking, fuel leakage, etc.).  On the other hand, the opportunity is provided for more 
marina input into environmental education.  As examples, refuelling allows environmental 
management activities to be centralized; information dispersal and rubbish disposal could be 
designed around this station, as examples. 
  
Boat sewage and bilge pollution 
These surveys provided no information on this matter because it could be more productively 
approached by a study of stationary boats. 
 
It is noteworthy in Queensland that boats over 15m in length must have insurance sufficient to pay 
for potential pollution24. 
 
Boat noise and air contamination 
There is a large boat traffic generated by the presence of a marina, and potential for considerable 
contamination.   Moreover, most boats carry only small numbers of people, and environmental 
management (including information) will need to be thoroughly distributed to be effective. 
 
Littoral soil erosion  
Damage from boat wakes is a function of the size, speed at which boats travel and proximity to 
shorelines – which were not measurable in these surveys.  Likewise, other necessary data about boat 
behaviour will be revealed only by the boat-owners, involving questionnaires.   
 
Litter spread 
Rubbish disposal and dispersal are the subject to different survey methods.  This also extends to the 
problems caused by offshore moorings, where randomly-disposed rubbish tends to drift onshore in 
discernable zones of flotsam (e.g. as at MMHS25). 
 
                                                 
24 Maritime Safety Queensland, above n 4. 
25  Lavery, HJ (2008a) Regional landscape strategy from the perspective of the redevelopment of a Meridien Marina 
in the Steiglitz area, Queensland, Unpublished technical report, Australian Environment International.   
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Physical damage from collisions with & disturbance to marine life 
The potential for collisions with sea turtles and dugong, in particular, also requires different survey 
methods (then taking into account speed, draught, route and destination data).   
 
The peaking of activity at the weekends provides a marina with both busy and quiet periods.  
Environmental management programming should be prepared around this behaviour (e.g. guidance 
should be more readily available at weekends, environmental monitoring should take place mid-
week). 
 
Greater access to fish (including bait)  
The destinations of moving boats could not be addressed in this type of survey.  Some information 
was obtained at MMHS, where boats departing the marina entered a north-south channel.  Of 498 
boats tracked, 344 (69.1 per cent) moved southwards and 154 (30.9 per cent) headed northwards, 
implying a greater interest in the Gold Coast City tourist area than in the Moreton Bay fishing 
grounds. 
 
The range of uses of boats described here highlights the apparently diminishing interest in fishing.  
Regulatory imposts on fishing also are increasing.   
 
Transport of foreign marine organisms & weeds 
Boat movements into the study marinas in Queensland reveal some interchange of boats among 
Australian States/New Zealand.  No doubt other inter-marina movements occur (particularly during 
racing events), but the overall activity is small and most marinas are presently localized enterprises. It 
does not presently appear to include Northern Territory, New Guinea or Indonesia.26  Growth in 
boating numbers and sizes, and the fact that a single boat alone can cause an infestation, suggest on-
going vigilance, especially in the north. 
 
At the same time, significant incursions into marinas of hard and soft and hard corals and associated 
species (e.g. at MMAP27) show that competition from naturally-occurring native species continues to 
exist. 
 
Intrusion into the scenic amenity 
Use of sports craft rather than recreational fishing boats appears to be increasing markedly.   
Curvengen & Shanco28 concluded (for southern Moreton Bay) that just over one-third of boats have 
sleeping berths.  This study found the proportion – on average across the three study marinas – to be 
slightly higher, reaching 52 per cent at MMHS.  This suggests a growing interest in remaining aboard 
for longer periods.   
 
Curvengen and Shanco offered some views by way of the advantages of boating in southern 
Moreton Bay, but did not recognize “visiting other venues” as a potential activity because of the recent 
proliferation of coastal resorts.  This activity now seems to occur widely, creating a greater interest in 
scenic amenity.  Findings at MMHS of a larger move towards the Gold Coast than Moreton Bay is 
consistent with the extent of day-round movement from MMAP and MMPD to the Great Barrier 
Reef Marine Park. 
                                                 
26  cf. Labowitch, SB & Cribb, HN (2006) Monitoring for marine pests in Milner Bay, Groote Eylandt, between 
January 2004 and December 2005,  Northern Territory Government Fishery Report, No. 74. 
27  Lavery, HJ (2008b) Regional landscape strategy from the perspective of Meridien Marina developments at Airlie 
Beach, Queensland, Unpublished technical report, Australian Environment International.    
28 Curvengen & Shanco, above n 10. 
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Ability to stay at sea overnight reflects a capacity to impact further on national and marine parks. 
While management attention should continue be given to fish (including bait) matters, increasing 
notice should be paid to parkland matters, including scenic amenity. 
 
Further knowledge will be best gained by longer-term round-the-clock surveys which take into 
account where boats actually go.  In these wider considerations, reference should be made to the 
State Coastal Management Plan.29   
 
Wear & tear at landings and anchorages 
The high level of activity by boats in marinas - particularly small boats and boats over which there is 
little authority to exercise control - suggests there is potential for damage to and around these points 
of landing. This warrants further study. 
 
Given the improvement in navigational systems, we might reasonably expect night-time movements 
to increase.  In this regard, given that more accidents may happen in the dark, the environmental 
consequences of these movements could be significant.  Appropriate lighting, rubbish disposal 
facilities and security measures (including patrols) will become increasingly necessary.   
 
Indirect effects of associated facilities & industries 
Boat traffic is closely linked to ground vehicle use for access to marinas, towing, separate passenger 
transport, servicing, and so on.  The capacity of ground vehicles to cause environmental damage 
foreshadows that these will require similar attention to that for boats.   
 
Farther upstream, facilities and industries – not necessarily associated with marinas – can impact on 
the waterway.30  There is a critical need to embrace ‘regional environmental auditing’ before 
satisfactory performance measures of marinas can be established.31  
 
Conclusions 
There is a public expectation of sound environmental management performance in Queensland 
marinas.32 
 
The surveys reported here were designed to allow appropriate attention to be paid to information 
which must be gleaned by different survey methods from those employed in the current work.  Fuel 
consumptions, real speeds of passage, field pollution levels, actual ultimate destinations, satisfaction 
levels must be ascertained if environmental management regulations are to be followed.  Refinement 
of survey methods about these is a matter for further consideration. 
 
Meanwhile, some consequences for environmental management from the current surveys are 
immediately evident.  While the surveys reveal nothing about some popular concerns (e.g. fuel 
spilling), they have highlighted two problems of undoubted high priority.   
 
                                                 
29 Environmental Protection Agency (2001), State Coastal Management Plan – Queensland’s Coastal Policy State of 
EPA, Brisbane. 
30  See also Brodie, J (2004) Mackay Whitsunday Region state of the waterways report 2004, Unpublished ACTFR 
Report No. 02/03, Mackay Whitsunday Natural Resource Management Group Inc; and see above n 2. 
31 Lavery, HJ, ‘Benchmarking the standard of environmental management practised in marinas’ (2010) 15(71) 
Queensland Environmental Practice Reporter 226. 
32  See e.g. Bugler, M (ed) (1994) Environmental Guidelines for Marinas in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, 
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, Townsville. 
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Firstly, the large proportion of unidentifiable boat traffic needs to be explained; these boats may also 
be remiss in environmental respects.  Secondly, the large proportion of active small boats needs 
greater attention because of their implied capacity to escape notice (for speeding, fishing and 
littering). 
 
In terms of regulatory compliance alone, it has been observed that “environmental requirements that have 
to be met by marinas have become very demanding”.33  At the same time, these authors contend that the 
numbers of boats being used at any one time is not growing as rapidly as the increase in boat 
registrations, larger boats are being placed in rack and storage buildings rather than at moorings, 
toxic anti-fouling compounds are being used less often, and therefore damage to the marine 
environment is less likely than might be assumed from the increase in licenses. 
 
The wide range of potential impacts to the natural environment caused by boat traffic cannot simply 
be addressed by regulatory constraints, however strictly patrolled.  The reality for leading marina 
operators is that larger numbers of people at sea more frequently and in bigger boats, the attendant 
greater commercial exposure at gateways, and improving science and technologies, all encourage the 
development of standards well ahead of regulatory compliance demands.34 
 
Regulatory compliance seeks to minimize environmental disturbance.  Net environmental gain 
through proactive management requires additional effort. Before any such action can be cost-
efficient and therefore routinely applied, a sound knowledge of the environments and the behaviour 
of boats in these is critical, and this knowledge must be communicated to the public.   
 
The relationship of sustained boating to environmental education is inescapable.   The surveys 
reported here confirm that marina managers – by virtue of their locations, capabilities and 
opportunities – can deliver environmental management more effectively by means of education than 
by policing or even by landscaping.  Provision for staff training for marina management in the Great 
Barrier Reef Marine Park, for instance, does not incorporate environmental education.35   
 
An innovative approach to environmental information management by marinas will offer 
commercial advantages. 
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